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Abstract – In order for the optimal solution of generators’ annual maintenance scheduling to be 
applicable to the actual power system it is crucial to incorporate the constraints related to the 
equivalent operation hours (EOHs) in the optimization model. However, most of the existing 
researches on the optimal maintenance scheduling are based on the assumption that the maintenances 
are to be performed periodically regardless of the operation hours. It is mainly because the 
computation time to calculate EOHs increases exponentially as the number of generators becomes 
larger. In this paper an efficient algorithm based on demand grouping method is proposed to calculate 
the approximate EOHs in an acceptable computation time. The method to calculate the approximate 
EOHs is incorporated into the optimization model for the maintenance scheduling with consideration 
on the EOHs of generators. The proposed method is successfully applied to the actual Korean power 
system and shows significant improvement when compared to the result of the maintenance scheduling 
algorithm without consideration on EOHs. 
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1. Introduction 
 
The main purpose of the generator maintenance is to 

maintain or improve performance and / or reliability of 
the generator by periodical examination and repair of the 
components. Proper maintenance and its optimal scheduling 
are very crucial to maintain stable and reliable operation of 
not only the generator but also the overall power system 
[1]. 

The maintenance scheduling is performed either by the 
system operator for the entire system or by each individual 
generation company for its own generator(s). The objectives 
and technical considerations are a lot different according 
to the performers of the maintenance scheduling. The 
former put more focus on the overall system generation 
cost, maintenance cost or reliability [1, 2], whereas the 
latter usually tries to maximize the generation company’s 
profit [3]. In some countries, government supervises the 
maintenance scheduling for the stable electricity supply 
and the efficient operation of power system. For example, 
in Korea, KPX (Korea Power Exchange) has to establish 
an annual preventive maintenance plan every year for the 
entire market-participating generators based on the 
standards on generator maintenance scheduling published 
by Korean government [4]. 

The mathematical model for the optimization of 
maintenance scheduling includes not only the binary 
decision variables to describe whether the generators are in 

maintenance states or not but also various nonlinear cost 
functions and constraints. Therefore, the maintenance 
scheduling problem is usually formulated as the large-scale 
mixed-integer nonlinear programming (MINLP).  

In order to find the optimal solution of the maintenance 
scheduling, the existing studies are based on various MINLP 
optimization theories such as dynamic programming [5], 
branch and bound [6], integer programming [7], Benders 
decomposition [8], genetic algorithm [9], simulated 
annealing [10], etc. One of the significant problems of the 
existing researches is that they do not take into account the 
equivalent operating hours (EOHs) of combined cycle gas 
turbine (CCGT) generators in terms of system operator.  

Not like the baseload generators such as coal or nuclear 
plants of which the maintenance schedules are decided 
based on the fixed period, the CCGT generators should 
consider the equivalent operating hours because they 
usually suffer frequent output fluctuation and start-ups/ 
shutdowns and, most of all, the manufacturers only 
guarantee the performance of the generators only when the 
maintenances are performed according to the pre-specified 
EOHs.  

To consider the EOHs of the CCGT generators, it is 
necessary that the mathematical model for the optimization 
of the annual maintenance scheduling includes the unit 
commitment and the economic dispatch models, which 
makes the overall computation time increases exponentially 
as the system size or the number of generators becomes 
larger. Most of the existing researches avert this problem 
by assuming that the maintenance schedules of CCGT 
generators are to be decided based on not the EOHs but the 
fixed period [2]. Researches on the generator maintenance 
scheduling with consideration on EOHs can be found in a 
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limited amount of literature. Most of them are based on too 
complicated mathematical models, so they can only be 
applied to rather small scale power systems [11].  

The main contribution of this paper is to consider the 
EOHs of CCGT generators when finding the optimal 
solution of the annual maintenance scheduling. It is 
obvious that it is impractical and unnecessary to use the 
exact and detailed hourly-based unit commitment and 
economic dispatch models to estimate the EOHs of 
CCGT generators. It is necessary to simplify both models 
to a certain degree to reduce the computation time when 
the size of the system becomes larger. Lobato et al. [12] 
used demand grouping method to calculate the number of 
start-ups and the generator outputs, but they used such 
simplified mathematical model (for example, the generator 
outputs are modeled as the binary variables - 0 or 
maximum) that the calculation results of EOHs are 
erroneous.  

In this paper an effective and practical method to 
estimate the EOHs of CCGT generators for the annual 
maintenance scheduling is proposed. The main idea is that 
the hourly load demands are categorized into several 
groups and substituted with representative value of each 
group. Properly categorizing the hourly load demands, 
the number of combinations to estimate the generation 
amounts and the number of start-ups/shutdowns can be 
enormously reduced. And consequently the EOHs can be 
can be easily calculated. 

This paper organizes as follows. The mathematical 
formulation for the optimization of annual maintenance 
scheduling with consideration on the EOHs of CCGT 
generators will be explained in Section 2. Section 3 will 
describe the studied system, or the Korean power system 
with the market and system data actually used in the year 
of 2013. In the same section, the simulation results of the 
proposed method will be compared with those of the 
maintenance scheduling without consideration on the 
EOHs of CCGT generators. The conclusions will be given 
in the last section.  

 
 

2. Mathematical Formulation of the Annual 
Maintenance Scheduling 

 
2.1 Nomenclature 

 
Sets and indices 
 g generator set index 
 w maintenance period set index 
 d day set index 
 G generator set 
 W maintenance periods set (1 year = 52 

weeks) 
 D days set 
Parameters  
 gfuel  fuel cost per MW (KRW/MW) 

 gsup  start-up cost per start (KRW) 
 Res  the minimum reserve rate (%) 
 Kstart  decision variable for start-up 
 LimitEOH maximum allowable EOHs (hour) 
 CCx  maintenance duration of CCGT generator
 ,w dτ  weight factor for day (business day: 5, 

weekend: 2) 
 ,w dDemand electricity demand (MW) 
 wDmax  maximum demand (MW) 
 gPmax  maximum generator output (MW) 
 gPmin  minimum generator output (MW) 
 gMtype  type of maintenance (period) 
Variables 
 , ,g w dFcost  total fuel cost (KRW) 
 , ,g w dScost  total start-up cost (KRW) 
 , ,g w dP  generator Output (MW) 
 , ,g w dop  operation status (ON: 1, OFF: 0) 
 , ,g w dstup  binary variable for start-up (start-up: 1,

other: 0) 
 ,g wx  binary variable for maintenance status 

(maintenance state: 1, other: 0) 
 ,g wxstup  binary variable for start of maintenance

(start: 1, other: 0) 
 ,g wEOH  accumulated EOHs (positive) (hours) 
 ,g wdEOH  increment of weekly EOHs (positive) 

(hours) 
 

2.2 Grouping of hourly load demands 
 
In order to consider the EOHs of CCGT generators in 

the optimization of annual maintenance scheduling, it is 
necessary to estimate the capacity factor (annual generation 
amount) and the number of start-ups/shutdowns of each 
generator. Therefore, it is necessary for the mathematical 
model of the problem to incorporate the economic dispatch 
and unit commitment models.  

Although more detail models are desirable for the exact 
estimation of utilization and number of start-up/shutdown, 
it is impractical to use the detailed hourly economic dispatch 
and unit commitment models for annual maintenance 
scheduling mainly due to computation time. In this paper 
the method used in reference [8] has been adopted and 
slightly modified to estimate the annual generation amount 
and the number of start-ups/shutdowns in reasonable 
computation time. 

Here is the summary of the procedure to estimate EOHs 
of CCGT generators: 

1) One year is divided into 52 weeks. 
2) As shown in Fig. 1 the hourly load demands of each 

week are classified into 6 groups (three groups for 
weekdays and three groups for weekend) 

3) The hourly load demands are replaced with the 
representative value of each demand group.  

4) Mixed-integer economic dispatch algorithm is applied 
to each group to calculate the output of each generator.  
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5) By comparing the results of economic dispatches for 
all 312 demand groups (6 groups each week times 52 
weeks), the annual generation amount and the number 
of start-up/shutdowns of each generator can be easily 
calculated.  

 
As mentioned above, one week is divided into business 

days and weekend days. The hourly load demands in 
weekdays and weekend days are grouped into three groups, 
respectively: high, middle and low demands. So the hourly 
load demands are classified into one of the six groups (three 
for business days and three for weekend days), and the 
hourly load demands are replaced with the representative 
value of the group where the demand is included as shown 
in Fig. 1. 

Average value of the maximum and minimum demand 
(the middle demand) is used for the representative value of 
middle demand group. Similarly, average value of 
maximum demand and the middle demand is used for the 
representative value of high demand, whereas average 
value of minimum demand and middle demand is used for 
the low demand as shown in Fig. 2.  

The number of hours in a day classified into high, 
middle and low demands are 9, 9 and 6, respectively. 
Hence, the number of hours for high, middle and low 
demands of business days are 45, 45 and 30, respectively. 
Similarly, 18, 18 and 12 hours are assigned to high, middle 
and low demand for weekend days. These values can be 
used as weightings to calculate the weekly generation 
amount of each generator.  

Once the hourly load demands are grouped as described 
above, then the hourly demand loads are replaced with the 
representative value of each corresponding group. Then the 
economic dispatch is applied to each group.  

It should be noted that the economic dispatch algorithm 
used here is a mixed-integer type, which means the values 
of generator outputs can be either zero or between 
minimum and maximum values. In general, economic 
dispatch is formulated as quadratic programming based on 
the assumption that the information on unit commitment is 
preliminarily given. But in this case, because we cannot get 
the unit commitment information, the economic dispatch 
problem should be formulated as the mixed-integer 
nonlinear programming (the output of generators can be 
either zero or in between minimum and maximum outputs). 
The mixed-integer economic dispatch can determine the 
optimal combinations of generators’ on/off status and 
outputs of generators to satisfy the given demand. By 
multiplying weightings to these values, weekly or annual 
generation amounts can be estimated. And also by 
comparing the values of generator outputs between low 
and middle demands, and between middle and high 
demands, the start-up and shutdown status of generators 
can approximately be determined.  

Fig. 3 shows an illustrative example for the demand 
grouping method for the power system with only four (4) 
generators. By demand grouping method, three (3) times of 
economic dispatch calculations are enough to calculate the 
approximate generation amount and the number of start-
ups / shutdowns as shown in the figure.  

The method described above is based on rather severe 
approximation and, hence, can cause an inaccurate results 
to estimate the EOHs of CCGT generators. However, it 
provides much better solution compared to the method 
which does not consider the EOHs at all as will be 
explained in the simulation section.  

 
2.3 Objective function 

 
The most frequently used type of objective function used 

for the maintenance scheduling problem is the total 
generation cost or variance of reserve rate. In this paper 
annual total generation cost is chosen as the objective 
function as follows: 

 
Fig. 1. Classification of hourly load demands of a week
 

 
Fig. 2. Demand clustering method 

 
Fig. 3. An illustrative example of demand grouping method
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, , , ,[ ( )]g w d g w d
g G w W d D

Minimize Fcost Scost
∈ ∈ ∈

+∑ ∑ ∑  (1) 

where  , , , , ,g w d g g w d w dFcost fuel P τ= × ×  (2) 
 , , , ,g w d g g w dScost Kstart sup stup= × ×  (3) 

 
The objective function, Eq. (1), consists of fuel cost and 

start-up cost. In Eq. (2), the fuel cost, , ,g w dFcost , is 
calculated as the multiplication of fuel cost per MW of 
each generator (KRW/MW) and the generation amount 
(MW). The start-up cost or , ,g w dScost  is defined as the 
multiplication of start-up cost per start and binary decision 
variable for start-up of operation ( , ,g w dstup ) as in Eq. (3).  

 
2.4 Constraints 

 
This paper incorporates most of the general constraints 

commonly used in other similar studies [1]. However, 
several additional constraints related to the equivalent 
operation hours are added.  

 
Demand and supply balance: 

 
The following is the equality constraint for the demand-

and-supply balance condition:  
 

 , , ,g w d w d
g G

P demand
∈

=∑  (4) 

 
Operating reserve margin: 

 
In order to secure the reliability of the power system 

operation, the following inequality constraint for the 
operating reserve rate is required: 

 

 ,(1 ) (1 )g w g w
g G

x Pmax res Dmax
∈

− × ≥ + ×∑  (5) 

 
where res is the minimum value of the operating reserve 
rate which is normally smaller than capacity reserve rate. 
In this paper, the value is set to 6.0% based on the 
historical values.  

 
The maximum & minimum generator outputs: 

 
The output of generator should be either zero or in 

between the minimum and maximum values, which can 
be expressed as the following discontinuous inequality 
constraint:  

 
 , , 0g w dP =  or , ,g g w d gPmin P Pmax≤ ≤  (6) 

 
Operation status of generators during the maintenance 

period: 
 
It is obvious that generator cannot operate when it is 

under maintenance. Mathematically it can be expressed as 
the following inequality constraint:  

 , , ,(1 )g w d g wop x− ≥  (7) 
 

where , ,g w dop  and ,g wx  are the binary variables for 
operation status and maintenance status, respectively. 
When ,g wx  is one, then , ,g w dop  can only be zero. But if 

,g wx  is zero, then , ,g w dop  can either be zero or one.  
 

Continuity condition for maintenance status 
 
Generally, once the maintenance starts, it cannot be 

halted until the pre-determined type of maintenance is 
completed. Therefore, the following constraints must be 
satisfied: 

 

 
1

, , , 1( )
w Mtype

g w g w g w g
w w

g

n
n

x x x Mtype
+ −

−
=

≥ − ×∑  (8) 

 ,g w g
w W

x Mtype
∈

=∑  for baseload generators (9) 

 ,g w
w W

x CCx
∈

=∑  for CCGT generators (10) 

 
Maximum EOHs of CCGT generators: 

 
As mentioned above, the maintenance schedule for 

CCGT generator is determined based on the EOH or its 
variations. For example, MHI and Alstom companies apply 
‘Equivalent Operating Hour’, GE and Siemens use 
‘Factored Hour’ and ‘Equivalent Based Hour/Start’, 
respectively [4]. In this paper, only ‘EOH’ is used because 
their concepts are all similar to each other [11]. EOH is 
calculated as 20× (The number of start-ups) + (Operating 
hours). Therefore it should be noted that the EOH can be 
higher than the number of actual hours during the period if 
the number of start-ups is significantly high. The following 
inequality constraints are used for the maintenances of 
CCGT generators to be scheduled based on the EOHs:  

 
 , , 1 ,g w g w g wEOH EOH dEOH−≤ +  (11) 
 , , 1 , ,g w g w g w g wEOH EOH dEOH M xstup−≥ + − ×  (12) 
 , ,(1 )g w g wEOH M xstup≤ × −  (13)  
 , 1 ,g w g wEOH LimitEOH xstupα− ≥ × ×  (14) 

 , , , , , ,( )g w g w d g w d w d
d D

dEOH Kstart stup op τ
∈

= × + ×∑  (15) 

 , 0g wEOH ≥  (16) 
 
The purpose of Eq. (11) is to calculate the weekly 

EOHs by adding the increments of EOHs, given by Eq. 
(15), to the accumulated EOHs of the previous week. 
Inequality sign in Eq. (11) along with Eq. (12) and (13) 
are necessary to reset the EOH to zero after the 
maintenance is performed. Here, M is the large number. 
Eq. (14) represents the condition for the minimum EOHs at 
which the maintenance is allowed. Here, it is set to 
α (80%) of the maximum allowable EOHs. Grouping of 
the hourly demand into ‘three’ groups can be helpful to 
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reduce the overall computation time for optimization, but 
the estimation results of EOHs (or the number of start-ups) 
can have slight errors. Therefore, it is highly probable for 
the EOHs of CCGTs can be reached earlier than the 
optimization results due to errors of grouping and/or the 
demand forecasting. Empirically we set the maximum 
number of EOHs during the optimization at the 80% of the 
maximum allowable EOHs in order to eliminate this 
problem.  

 
 

3. Case study 
 
Simulation study is performed on the actual Korean 

electricity market in order to show the validity of the 
proposed method. Most of the data used for simulations are 
actual market data in the year of 2013 available from 
public sources.  

 
Table 1. Generation Mix in Korea power system (2013) 

 Installed Energy 
 MW % MWh % 

Nuclear 20,716 23.8 138,783,973 26.9 
Coal 29,371 33.8 218,585,256 42.4 

CCGT 23,473 27.0 124,400,011 24.1 
Hydro 4,700 5.4 8,393,929 1.6 

Renewable 5,273 6.1 10,159,658 2.0 
other 3,436 4.0 15,144,104 2.9 
Total 86,949 100 515,466,931 100 

 
For simplicity, it is assumed that there is only one type 

of CCGT generator or 7FA turbine generator with about 
1,300°C of inlet temperature which is one of the most 
common CCGT generators in Korea [4].  

Because nuclear plants should keep the stringent 
schedules for nuclear fuel rod exchange and safety 
inspection, they are excluded from the optimization of 
maintenance scheduling and the pre-determined 
maintenance schedules are applied. Hydro plants are also 
excluded from the optimization due to various reasons [13].  

The maintenance scheduling has been optimized using 

CPLEX solver available with GAMS (General Algebraic 
Modeling System) [14]. Two cases are compared. Firstly, 
the optimization on the maintenance scheduling is 
performed without consideration on the EOHs of CCGT 
generators. Instead of Eq. (11)~(16) which are the 
constraints related the EOHs of CCGT generators, the 
maintenance periods for the CCGT generators are assigned 
according to the pre-determined periods. Secondly, the 
maintenance schedules of CCGT generators are optimized 
with consideration on EOH constraints or Eq. (11)~(16). 
The results from both cases are summarized and compared 
in the following subsections.  

 
3.1 Maintenance scheduling without consideration on 

EOH constraints 
 
The optimization result without consideration on EOHs 

is shown in Table 2. The total annual generation cost for 
this case is about 17.40 trillion KRW and its weekly 
operating reserve rate is shown in Fig. 4. The average and 
minimum reserve rates during the planning period are 
14.2% and 6.3%, respectively.  

The most significant problem of this case is that the 
EOHs of some CCGT generators (CC#10, CC#31 and 
CC#41) are higher than the maximum allowable values 
(LimitEOH) as shown in Table 2 and Fig. 5. Therefore, the 
optimization result cannot be directly applied and needs to 
be manually re-adjusted. It should be noted that the 
maintenance schedules are unnecessarily assigned to some 

Table 2. Weekly EOHs of the selected combined cycle generators (without considering EOH) [unit: hours] 

Note: 1) The shaded blanks denote that the CCGTs are in maintenance states.  
2) The red colored numbers denote that the EOHs are higher than the maximum allowable EOHs.

Fig. 4. Operating reserve rate without considering EOH
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generators, such as CC#7, CC#20 and CC#24, of which the  
EOHs are significantly lower than the maximum allowable 
limit. During the process of the manual re-adjust of the 
unreasonable maintenance scheduling, the overall cost may 
be increased compared to the original value.  

 
3.2 Optimal maintenance scheduling with considera-

tion on EOH constraints (proposed method) 
 
It is obvious that the problem of the previous section 

can be improved if the optimization model includes the 
constraints related to EOHs, or Eq. (11)~(16). Table 3 
shows the optimization result of the maintenance 
scheduling with consideration on the EOH constraints. 
Here the total annual generation cost is about 17.45 trillion 

KRW which is a little bit higher than the previous case or 
17.40 trillion KRW. It should be noted that the higher 
generation cost of the proposed method compared to the 
previous case (not considering EOHs) does not infer that 
the proposed method is inferior to the previous method. It 
is natural phenomenon to have worse result when more 
constraints are incorporated in the optimization model. 

Fig. 6 shows that the weekly operating reserve rates for 
the maintenance scheduling under the consideration on 
EOH constraints. The average and minimum operating 
reserve rates are 14.6% and 6.6%, respectively.  

Not like the previous case, the maintenance scheduling 
result when the EOH constraints are considered does not 
have the problem of the maximum EOHs violation for 
combined cycle generators as shown in Table 3 and Fig. 7.  

Because the CCGT generators can enter into the 
maintenance state if the EOH is higher than 80% of the 
maximum allowable EOH limit by Eq. (12), some 
generators may enter into the maintenances at the EOHs 
slightly lower than the maximum values as shown in Fig.6. 
This makes the overall maintenance scheduling results 
more robust against the electricity demand variation.  

 
3.3 Comparison of the results 

 
As mentioned above, because the optimization of the 

maintenance scheduling without consideration on EOH 
constraints may draw unreasonable results as shown in 

Fig. 7. EOHs of the selected CCGT generators (under the 
consideration on EOH constraints) 

Table 3. Weekly EOHs of the selected combined cycle generators (in consideration of EOH constraints) [unit: hours] 

Note: 1) The shaded blanks denote that the CCGTs are in maintenance states.  
2) The red colored numbers denote that the EOHs are higher than the maximum allowable EOHs. 
 

Fig. 5. EOHs of selected generators (without considering
the EOH constraints) 

 

Fig. 6. Weekly operating reserve rates ‘with’ consideration
on EOH constraints 
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Table 2, it is necessary to be re-adjusted. For example, the 
maintenance schedules for CC#10, CC#31 and CC#41 
should be adjusted to earlier time so as not to violate the 
maximum allowable EOH limits. The overall generation 
cost after the adjustment increases by small amount 
compared to the result of Section 3.1 as shown in Table 4. 
The more significant problem is that the minimum 
operating reserve rate decreases to 4.9% from 6.3% which 
is significantly lower than the minimum reserve rate 
requirement (in this case we set the value to 6.0% 
hypothetically). At such a low operating reserve rate, a 
sudden equipment failure in the power system or small 
increase of electricity demand can cause significant 
stability problem in power system.  

However, the proposed method does not have such 
problems. It does not require additional adjustment of 
maintenance scheduling acquired from the optimization 
result. Especially, the minimum operating reserve rate of 
the proposed method is 1.7%p higher than the result from 
the optimization without consideration on EOH constraints 
(after adjustment).  

This extra minimum reserve rate of 1.7% acquired by 
the proposed method as shown in Table 4 is equivalent to 
1,478MW of CCGT capacity (based on the peak demand in 
2013). In order to build this capacity approximately 1,450 
billion KRW or 116.9 billion KRW/year is required (the 
construction cost for CCGT is assumed to be 980,000 
KRW/kW and the discount rate is 7%). This cost is much 
higher than the fuel cost increase of 16.7 billion KRW/year 
by the proposed method.  

 
3.4 Reduction of the number of demand groups 

 
In the previous section, the hourly demands are grouped 

into 6 groups (3 groups for weekdays and 3 groups for 
weekend days). It might be interesting to examine what is 

the impact of reducing the number of groups in order to 
make the overall optimization time faster. It should be 
noted that the optimization cannot be accomplished in a 
reasonable period of time if the number of groups is 
increased.  

Table 5 and Fig. 9 show that the optimization result for 
case when the hourly demands are grouped into 3 groups 
regardless of weekdays or weekends. While the proposed 
method in the previous subsection needs to solve economic 
dispatches 6 times per week, it is necessary to solve 
economic dispatch only 3 times per week when the number 
of groups are reduced to three. It is obvious that the 
optimization results become less exact if the number of 
demand groups is reduced as shown in Table 5.  

The minimum reserve rates for the 6 grouping (the 
proposed method) and the 3 grouping are 6.6% and 6.3%, 
respectively while there is no big difference in annual 
generation costs between the two methods. The reason 
why the 3 grouping method has lower minimum reserve 
rate is mainly due to the inexactness of economic 
dispatch results.  

 
 

4. Conclusions 
 
While the baseload generators such as nuclear or coal 

plants carry out maintenances periodically regardless of 
the actual capacity factors, CCGT generators perform 
maintenance based on the equivalent operation hours. 
Because the mathematical model for the optimization of 
maintenance scheduling with consideration on EOHs is 
formulated as the mixed-integer nonlinear programming, 
the overall computation to find the optimal solution 
increases exponentially as the system size grows. Therefore, 
it is common practice to set up the maintenance scheduling 
without consideration on EOHs even though the result may 
be quite erroneous.  

This paper proposes a novel optimization method for 

Table 4. Generation cost & Reserve rates after adjustment

 Generation 
cost(hundred 
million won)  

Minimum  
reserve  
rate (%) 

Average  
reserve  
rate (%) 

Before adjustment 174,011 6.3 14.2 
After adjustment 174,311 4.9 14.0 
Proposed Method 174,478 6.6 14.6 
 

Fig. 8. Comparison of reserve rates before and after 
adjustment 

Table 5. Generation cost & Reserve rates for 3 & 6 
groupings 

 Minimum  
reserve rate (%)

Average  
reserve rate (%) 

Annual generation
cost (billion KRW)

6 grouping 6.6 14.6 18,935 
3 grouping 6.3 14.6 18,944 
 

Fig. 9. Weekly operating reserve rates under 3 grouping 
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the optimization of the annual maintenance scheduling 
for CCGTs with consideration on EOHs. An electricity 
demand grouping method is applied in order to estimate the 
annual approximate capacity factor (generation amount) 
and the number of start-up and shutdown of each CCGT 
generator in a reasonable computation time.  

The proposed method has been applied to the Korean 
power system with the actual market data in the year of 
2013. The simulations are performed on two cases: one for 
the case with consideration on EOHs and the other for the 
case without consideration on EOHs, while the effect of 
the EOH considerations on the maintenance scheduling 
is quite significant. The simulation results show that the 
proposed method (considering EOHs) can improve the 
average and minimum reserve rates by 1.7%p and 0.6%p 
to 6.6% and 14.6% from 4.9% and 14.0%, respectively, 
without significant increase of the total generation cost 
compared to the optimization without consideration on 
EOHs.  
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